一. Vocabulary Section. Fill in the best answer and write it into the answer sheet. (每題2分)

1. I lay on my bed and stared up at the ________
   A. floor B. sheet C. ceiling D. table

2. ______ is my son’s favorite breakfast food.
   A. Cola B. Cooking C. Cell D. Cereal

3. This house has many positives, but also many ______
   A. playing B. negatives C. possibilities D. neighbors

4. Why do dogs love to ______ cats?
   A. choose B. chase C. check D. chew

5. You have ketchup on your face. Wipe your mouth with your ______.
   A. napkin B. gherkin C. pumpkin D. dump-truck

6. It’s very expensive to make ______ telephone calls.
   A. serious B. delirious C. overseas D. diseased

7. I feel so warm when I sleep in my new ______.
   A. pandas B. pajamas C. cameras D. mattress

8. A soldier’s ______ is his best weapon.
   A. clown B. clue C. column D. courage

9. I _____ her picture into my scrapbook yesterday.
   A. based B. pasted C. debated D. deleted

10. It is not a good idea to be ______ to animals.
    A. cute B. cruel C. careful D. cuddly

11. He ______ to be a expert on the subject.
    A. clones B. clears C. cleans D. claims

12. To kill the king is the ______ of the game.
    A. object B. project C. appointment D. disappointment

13. Don’t forget to _____ your homework assignments.
    A. complete B. compete C. deflate D. decrease

14. The mayor should listen to the ideas of all ______.
    A. circles B. citizens C. clothes D. cracks

15. Parents think their children should always ______ them, but kids don’t like that.
    A. order B. unclear C. unsafe D. childlike

16. Don’t touch that plant! It’s full of ______!
    A. poison B. noises C. pointers D. bison

17. It took many years to _____ the Taipei 101.
    A. enter B. capture C. record D. design

18. It is our _____ not to sell beer to children.
    A. poetry B. dentistry C. retail D. policy

19. How can we _____ if we are going the right way?
    A. arrange B. forget C. enjoy D. determine

20. Birds can travel a great _____ in a few short hours.
    A. gunfire B. nation C. table D. distance

21. Every religion has a set of ______.
    A. faiths B. beliefs C. treatments D. decent

22. Listen to the safety _____ on the plane.
    A. tourists B. procedures C. funerals D. mysterious

23. The ______ dog barked angrily at him.
二、段落填空：10 题（共 10 分）

Smoking is a very ___(16)__ habit. It should be banned. Thousands of people die ___(17)__ cancer while the big tobacco companies are spending a fortune on advertising. Money should be spent ___(18)__ improving people's lives instead ___(19)__ ruining them. Smokers are very selfish people. There's a 'no smoking' sign in the library but a lot of people ignore it. How can normal people enjoy ___(20)__ when their eyes are full of smoke?

1. ___(16)__
   (A). wrong  (B). right  (C). bad  (D). good

2. ___(17)__
   (A). in  (B). on  (C). at  (D). of

3. 
   (A). in  (B). on  (C). at  (D). of

4. 
   (A). wrong  (B). right  (C). bad  (D). good

5. ___(18)__
   (A). read  (B). to read  (C). reading  (D). reads

6. 
   (A). In fact  (B). indeed  (C). actually  (D). truly

7. 
   (A). in  (B). on  (C). at  (D). of

8. 
   (A). in  (B). on  (C). at  (D). of

9. 
   (A). growing  (B). growing  (C). growing  (D). growing

Much of the garbage we throw away can be used again. ___(21)__, we can reuse our own paper cups at home or in the office. We can also use cardboard boxes and plastic bags to put things in. Most important of all, we should bring our own bags when we go shopping. In these ways we can ___(22)__ our garbage and save a lot of space used for garbage. Our throw-away society has to change. We should ___(23)___ the habit of bringing our own bags when shopping. It may cause some inconvenience, but it does help to keep the garbage problem ___(24)___ more serious. If we all do our best to reduce waste, we can make our environment cleaner, healthier and ___(25)___.
While you were out

To: Manager
From: Apartment 17
Message: The refrigerator isn’t working
Secretary: Bob

1. Q: What is the message for?
   (A). The refrigerator in the office isn't working.
   (B). The refrigerator in the apartment 17 isn't working.
   (C). The refrigerator in Bob's apartment isn't working.
   (D). The refrigerator in the manager's office isn't working.

2. Q: Who will get this message?
   (A). The manager.
   (B). Bob.
   (C). The person who lives in apartment 17.
   (D). The person who fixes the refrigerator.
Johnny Appleseed’s real name was John Chapman. All his life, Johnny lived apples. He loved to look at them and to eat them. And he loved to take care of the apple trees. Johnny also loved to travel. One day he heard that there were no apple trees out west. So he set out on foot, carrying a walking stick and wearing his cooking pot on his head. On his back he carried a bag of books and a bag of apple seeds. As he walked, he planted apple seeds. Behind him he left a trail of young apple trees. As time passed, People began to call him Johnny Appleseed. He was greatly loved by everyone.

3. Q: What would be the best title for the passage?
   (A). They story of Johnny Appleseed.
   (B). Johnny loves to eat apples.
   (C). A bag of apple seeds.
   (D). Travel around the world.

4. Q: Why did people call him Johnny Appleseed?
   (A). He ate apple seeds.
   (B). He planted apple seeds.
   (C). His real name is Johnny Appleseed.
   (D). He sold apple seeds.

5. Q: What did Johnny not love to do?
   (A). He looked at apples.
   (B). He took care of apple trees.
   (C). He cut apple trees.
   (D). He planted apple seeds

【後頁還有】

作答完畢考生請將試題與答案卷一併交回
The sun is a huge, glowing ball of gases at the center of the solar system. The earth and the other eight planets travel around it.

The sun is closer to the earth than any other star. For this reason, scientists study it to learn about starts much farther away. The visible surface of the sun consists of hot gases that give off light and heat. Only about one two-bllionth of the sun’s light and heat reaches the earth. The rest is lost in space.

The temperature of any place on the earth depends on the position of the sun in the sky. The temperature greatly affects the weather of a region.

All life on the earth—man, animals and plants—depends on this energy from the sun. Plants use sunlight to make their own food and in the process give off oxygen. Man and animals eat the plants and breathe in the oxygen. In turn, man and animals breathe out carbon dioxide, which plants combine with energy from sunlight and water from the soil to produce more food.

6. Q: How many heavenly bodies go round the sun?
(A). Seven.
(B). Eight.
(C). Nine.
(D). Ten.

7. Q: What does the visible surface of the sun consist of?
(A). Rocks.
(B). Soil.
(C). Water.
(D). Hot gases.

8. Q: Which of the following is Not true?
(A). The sun is the largest heavenly body in the universe.
(B). Plants give off oxygen when they are making their own food.
(C). A very small part of the sun’s light and heat reaches the earth.
(D). A cat as well as a lion breathes out carbon dioxide.

9. Q: Which of the following statements is true?
(A). If there were no energy coming from the sun, there would be no life on the earth.
(B). The temperature of a place on the earth is not connected to the position of the sun.
(C). The sun will exist forever.
(D). The sun is the only heavenly body in the universe that gives off light and heat.

四、請將下列中文翻譯成英文（3 分）

環球科技大學